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For Sale
Single Family Homes

US$ 975,000
ANƒ 1,755,000 · EU€ 908,739

RefNo#: 512507

District/Area: Willemstad East

Region/Country: Curaçao

Prop.Type: Single Family Homes

Prop.View: Ocean View

Beds: 7

Baths: 6

Living Space: 491 m²

Land Area: 1,310 m²

Class: Residential

Features and Amenities

Condition
Well Maintained

 Appliances
Dishwasher
Stove
Fridge + Water/Ice Dispenser

 Furnished
Unfurnished

 

Parking - Type
Garage

 Storage
Good Storage

 Security
Security Guard
Security Gate

 

Air Conditioning
Air Conditioning

 Boat Access
Boat Access

 Yard / Landscaping
Large Fenced Yard

 

Patio - Deck - Porch
Deck
Balcony
Terrace - Wrap Around

 Near By
Park - Green Area
Public Transportation
Recreational Activities
Restaurants

 Swimming Pool
Above Ground

 



Rooms
Kitchen
Living Room
Laundry Room
Basement
Bedroom
Master Bedroom
Bathroom
Storage
Hallway

 Distinctive Features
Hot Tub / Jacuzzi
Walk-In Closet
Guest House

 Location Features
Public Transportation
Water Access
Quiet Area

 

Floors
Tiles

 Kitchen
Central cooking island

 Bathroom
Jacuzzi Bathtub
Separate Shower

Remarks

Within the tranquil gated community of Jan Sofat lies this masterfully built villa. Captivating from outside the gate, the
unique villa will inspire you from the moment you enter and continue to take your breath away. Consisting of a large main
villa impeccably designed to take advantage of the water view, a large separate guest house in the back and the vast
natural area beyond. Its large pool and landscaped garden blend harmoniously with the architecture as every square
meter has been intentionally designed to create a truly incomparable experience. Upon entering through the main gate,
you have the option to park in your spacious two-car garage or on the ample brick driveway. From the brick driveway, you
have access to the villa through the grand double-door entrance leading to the open design atrium-style central area. A
partition separates the area, along the side to the right an office room and a partial bathroom and to the left the kitchen and
first patio accessed by large glass sliding doors. Looking up within the central area you can directly see the second-floor
open landing, creating a sense of connection throughout the villa which is fitted and ready for a grand chandelier. Sharing
the central area of the villa to its further side is the living room which connects directly with large sliding glass doors to the
second patio which overlooks the pool. From the garage, you have direct access to the laundry room/pantry with a second
large American style fridge/freezer and plentiful storage space. Through the next door, you will arrive at the junction
connecting to both the kitchen and previously mentioned central area. Focusing now on the kitchen, its impeccable
design allows for an open and stately look. A long central kitchen island with a raised counter on one side with a huge
oven and 6-piece stove above it mesh perfectly together. Its broad faucet counter on the far end accompanied with the
windows providing natural lighting and a lengthy stretch of high-quality cabinets with two glass doors centrally placed to
show off your collection of spirits and wines. There is even a refined-looking microwave built into the cabinet fixture. On
the opposite side of which is another glass sliding door providing yet more natural light and access to the communal
areas of the villa and pool. A set of stairs in the central area leads you to the living quarters of the villa. Present here are
three bedrooms, one of which is the master bedroom and of course the landing area allowing you to see downstairs. The
master bedroom is spacious, airconditioned and contains wooden shutter windows allowing for a gentle breeze and a
terrace overlooking the pool and the water/natural landscape behind the villa. A looping corridor encircling the room
provides ease of access to the grand en-suite bathroom with a hot tub, separate shower, his and hers sinks and finally a
large walk-in closet. The two other bedrooms (one of which is now an additional office) both contain air conditioners built-
in closets and en-suite bathrooms. The large exterior of the villa on the top level consists of a wide tiled area
encompassing the patio areas and pool, the stunning pool itself also contains two built-in lounge style seats on a shallow
portion of the pool and a waterfall function at the far end. Around this area you have colorful tropical plants and several
palm trees. This entire area connects harmoniously with the open design of the villa and of course the inspirational natural
view behind and the Spanish Water Bay. Behind a gate to the far side you will come to a long walkway which connects
the main gate of the villa all the way to the apartment down a short staircase. The walkway is very secure with additional
gates, embraced by a stretch of grand palm trees. This intentional design was implicated for total privacy to both the
occupants of the villa and guest house. After coming down the stairs to the lower level of the lot you will immediately
notice how spacious both the apartment is and the land around it, carpeted with luscious green artificial grass. The
apartment holds two large airconditioned bedrooms, one shared bathroom and a fully independent studio with kitchenette,
en-suite bathroom and air conditioning. Within the spacious central area is a lengthy kitchen island, spacious enough for
all to eat and come together on and a kitchenette with a fridge oven/stove and microwave. Behind these is a small lounge



area. Glass sliding doors to either side allow for an exquisite open feeling and easy access to the outside patio area.
Additional amenities shared by both the villa and apartment are 24 solar panels, covered terraces, beam ceilings, both
110- and 220-volt electrical sockets and superior high grade building materials on par to that of a five-star resort such as
Bali wood found throughout the villa. Furthermore, there are smoke detectors and an alarm system throughout the
property. Present in the gated Jan Sofat community there is also a marina so you may access the waters which the villa
has an excellent view of and 24hour manned security at the gate. Contact us today and schedule a viewing!! JAN SOFAT
Jan Sofat is an upscale gated community, quietly located next to the Spanish Water. The resort features 24/7 manned
security gate, security rounds and alarm response. In this residential area are many luxurious houses located on the hills,
all of them benefit from the cool breeze and some of them have a spectacular view overlooking the Tafelberg and the
Spanish Water. All residents have access to the communal marina and a play ground for children. Most amenities such as
beaches, shops and restaurants are only minutes away and the center of Willemstad is a 15 minute drive.

Directions

Click on the ‘Directions’ button below for the directions to Jan Sofat Luxury Villa + Guest House
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